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In the original research plan we have aimed at conducting two studies on the long term effect
of tracking. One was to look at the Polish reform in 1999 and see whether extended general training
helps the disadvantaged more than the others. While the other, the Hungarian case, was to offer the
possibility to test whether the early tracking academic schools would harm the disadvantaged more
than the others.
At the end of the project we have achieved just that. While there were some obstacles in the
way of getting the Polish data and thus we had to switch the timing of the two studies and ask for a 6
months extension of the project (these were communicated to the NKFI project office in due time, and
received permissions for these changes), we have managed to successfully finish both sub-projects.
The two papers contribute to our understanding on how early selection affects the labour
market outcomes of the students.
Summaries
The Hungarian paper uses a unique institutional change to provide causal estimates on the
long-term effects of early educational selection. During the post-socialist transition the structure of the
Hungarian education system changed gradually as new early-selective tracks were established. These
elite academic tracks are cream-skimming the best students at ages 10 and 12 - as opposed to the
typical age of first selection at age 14 - in order to provide better education and thus better
employment chances for the selected. Utilizing the spatial and time variance in the establishment of
these early-selective tracks we provide difference-in-difference estimates on the effect of earlyselection on the probability of unemployment and other outcomes. Using the 2011 Hungarian Census
data we estimate time, cohort and settlement fixed-effect models. The paper contributes to the
literature in two ways. Firstly, contrary to previous policy evaluations on the effect of de-tracking
school reforms we identify the effect from a re-tracking policy, which made the Hungarian school
system more selective. Secondly, the establishment of the early-selective tracks did not overlap with
other large-scale educational policy changes, which allows for an accurate identification of the effects
of early educational tracking. Our results show that early selection has no effect on the average
unemployment chance, wage or on tertiary participation probabilities of young adults. The effects are
not only insignificant but are precisely estimated zeros. However we also show that these effects are

likely to be heterogeneous. Although, due to endogeneity problems, we are not able to estimate
separate effects for the different status people, we are able to test different effects for roma and nonroma. The racially differenced effects show that roma students are less likely to continue to tertiary
level, when they are more exposed to early selection, suggesting that early-selective tracks can
increase racial (or status) differences also on the long run.
The Polish paper looks at a different reform, which decreased the selectivity of the system.
The Polish educational reform in 1999 is often considered successful as the results of the Polish
students, and especially that of the low-performers, on the OECD PISA tests have improved
significantly since the introduction of the new system. The reform extended the previous 8-year
undivided comprehensive education to 9 years, core curricula were introduced and the examination,
admission and assessment systems were changed. It has been argued before that this longer
comprehensive education improved the test performance of worse performing students; hence
increasing average performance and decreasing inter-school variation of test scores. However, the lack
of reliable impact assessment on long-run labour market effects of this reform is awaiting. In this
paper, we aim to fill this gap by looking at the causal effects of the reform. By comparing the labour
market outcomes of the pre- and post-reform cohorts, we find a non-negligible and positive effect. We
look at employment and wages as outcomes. Using data from the EU-Statistics on Income and Living
conditions, and pooling the waves between 2005 and 2013 and taking the 20-27 year-olds, we generate
a quasi-panel of observations to estimate the treatment effect by difference-in-difference estimation.
We find evidence that the reform was successful on the long-run: the post-reform group is more likely
to be employed and they also earn higher wages. On average, the treatment group is around 2-3%
more likely to be employed, which effect is driven by the lowest educated. The post-reform cohort
also earns more: we find an over 3% difference in real wages, which is also more pronounced for the
lowest educated.

Deliverables
Within the project two English language Masters’ Theses were written, and one Hungarian
language and one English article has been written while another English and another Hungarian
language article is being prepared.
One of the MA thesis by Klára Gurzó: “The long term effects of early-tracking in schools: a
natural experiment in Hungary” was submitted and defended at the Central European University in
2015. The other MA thesis by Luca Flóra Drucker “The effects of the 1999 Polish educational reform
on labour market outcomes” has been submitted in October 2015 to the ELTE Economics Department
and if to be defended in June 2016. Both of these theses were transformed to publications.
The Hungarian study has been published in the Közgazdasági Szemle (in Hungarian), coauthored by Klára Gurzó and Dániel Horn, and is currently under submission (in English) to an
international peer-reviewed journal. The Polish case study has appeared as a working paper (coauthored by Luca Flóra Drucker and Dániel Horn) in the Budapest Working Paper Series, and is
currently under review in the Közgazdasági Szemle (in Hungarian) and is planned to be submitted to
an international journal (in English).
International and national conferences, seminars and workshops.
Results from the Hungarian case study have been presented at the XXIII. Meeting of the
Economics of Education Society in Valencia (Gurzó), at the AMCIS “Education Systems: Inequalities,
Labour Markets and Civic Engagement” conference in Amsterdam (Horn, poster), at the Max-Weber
post-doctoral conference in Firenze (Horn), at the eduLIFE workshop in Firenze (Horn), at the 2015
annual meeting of the Hungarian Society of Economists in Budapest (Horn) and at the Education
Economics LEER workshop in Leuven (Horn).
Results from the Polish case study have been presented at the meeting of the Hungarian Labor
Economists in Szirák (Drucker), at the 2016 annual meeting of the Hungarian Society of Economists
in Budapest (Drucker), and at the Research Workshop and Summer School in Economics of Education
and Self-regulation in Mainz (Horn).
Results from both researches were presented at the “ELTE ígéretes kutató” scientific meeting
in Budapest (Horn, poster). I have attached the poster below, as it provides a succinct overview of the
whole project.

